
In this game you try to stack cards without having to take any.

If you have to take cards 2 times then you are out of the game, the player with the 

fewest cards taken at the end is the winner.

However if a player manages to take more than 15 cards, they also win.
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After taking all the cards that need to be removed, cards that end up floating all “drop” to the bottom.
After dropping, if the cards line up to be adjacent to the same animal or color, those cards must also 
be taken.
This continues until all cards have settled.
Make sure to take all cards that need to be taken before “dropping” the floating cards.

Card take combos

The cat and bird match 
so must be taken

The floating 2 cards 
drop

The yellow cat matches with 
the blue cat so must be taken

The floating 3 cards 
drop

Ａ

If a yellow snake is 
placed in A Draw two The floating yellow 

cat drops



Shuffle all cards face down.
Place 4 cards face down in a row, these will be the base for the game.
You will need 10 cards for per player in the main pile. Put any remaining cards back in the box.
Deal 2 cards to each player, do not show your cards.
Decide who goes first and start the game.

Preparation

Each player takes a turn in clockwise.

1：
2：

3：
4：

5：

Place 1 card on the field.
If the card you placed is adjacent to a same animal or same color card, you must take all 
corresponding cards.
Place the taken cards in front of you so it is clear how many you have taken.
If it is the second time you have taken cards, you lose the game. 
If you are the last remaining player, you win.
Redraw a card then it’ s the next players turn.

Basic rule

Ａ：Once the main pile is empty, do not reshuffle the cards.
     When all cards are played, the game is over.
Ｂ：Although uncommon, if all 4 rows get 5 cards stacked, the game is over.
　　The player with the fewest taken cards wins (if there are ties, both players win)

Ending of the game

If you take more than 15 cards, you win (not including your hand)
You win even if you take 15 cards in one round.

Special win

１：Cards must be stacked on each other starting with the base cards.
２：You must place cards on top of each other, cards cannot float.
３：There can only be a max of 5 cards on each base.

Placement rules

If you place a card adjacent to the same animal or color then all corresponding cards must be taken.

Card taking rulesHow to play

・Cards…45 (3 animals x 3 colors x 5 sets)

Contents

Snake Cat Bird

You cannot place cards as 
the 6th in a row

You cannot place 
cards in midair.

You can place cards on 
other cards or the base

Ａ

If you place a red 
cat at A Take 2 cards

Ａ

If you place a red 
bird at A Take 3 cards

Ａ

You can place non-bird, 
non-red, non-yellow cards.

①

②

③


